
from Linthead Stomp

The teleporters absconded with certain forms of sonority. If your ideological ire has brought you to
this then drink the gold liquid and be ransomed for your health. After I leave the scene of accidents
I parse their schema. I thrive only via the felicity of greater advisements. I feel very strongly that
your talismans are a shock tactic. Supreme relf when you advance toward the boundaries of my
abjection map I will fill you with daggers and tongues for there is no death-mound in the greening
shade blessed enough to contain your histological complexity and largesse. We have a ditch. We
have ditch water. Up the way are mountain springs but the silverback coyotes ensure we will never
reach them and their splendent communiques are keenest dilatory languish not meant for us. I
misremember the abuse as a means of dismissing convention and when the convention is vivisecting
the crone homesteading the fuck effect fouling with civil broils the immaculate subjections then I
am for the dismissal of convention. But my hopes were crudely paraphrased in a stew of bathos tin-
ear mock-ear God-ear say the white-face minstrel in the center of his COLLECTIVE
CONDITION. They labeled him a thief and inverted the courtly love model and his screams were
curios most wondrous and strange. Redeemer redeemer redeemer identify body remove body
reconstitute body roast body on spit spit on body digitize body frack body sugar up body taxonomy
body pare body into component parts symphony body into fruitable  music pinion resurrection
body smoke body for hallucinatory graphic effects project body onto silver screen behind your head
as you vivisect said body launch body onto funeral skiff or into vascular galaxy erase body erase
body.

Your hemlocked locals shut down my last functional crematorium.

An anterior sacred disorder.

Mock-note fall out of its nature and start to siphoning from peat moss electrics.

Podlog deconstructed into bits of tulips and worms.

They followed the sun, abstraction arc, the whole day long.

A hind-rump in a situated climate, without climate there is no history, without history there are no
grave holes in the briny musculature of time stretched and fired.

Skin eats itself. Brain eats itself.

Your leathery ambient strap devoted solely to legalistic tenders.

Strafing through the orgic gash torn in the company’s true heart.

I am performing friendship dead beneath an umbrella with a throatsack of pearl.

Lips split into itinerant beasts.

My liver is a finger of hell.

Suburban ragtime gloss tuned to the inferion.



Slimped vevole is a healer and a runer, a hearer and a tort demesne, the purest grot, pan-o-file twin
brothered.

I have difficulty spelling the word automaton and the word sacrosanct.

An oriole’s ass is more in love with itself.

MeeMeeMawMaw everlasting would be my one wish. For there is no longer an effective curse.
Predictable lie of transient homicide. All the ways her life was a form of ransom and
uncompromised beatitude. Startle thicket burned brush Crisco crying everybody dying and since I
am born to die the recordant systems of undue grace pillage my insides and the idiocy that falls from
my mouth is the only thing that bears us through the cumulus outplowing of April its Tuesday skies
the trickle of wounded lip and stereophonic cigarettes on the scratchy side of plowed ghoul and
butterfly drenched spring replace my one apparition with several apparitions since I am born to die.
Uproot the garden into smelted welkin at the pace of pandemic is not a conventional hymn. I feel as
though I can do more damage working from within the depths of this cloister. The last minute
adjustments to the cars are perhaps the most intriguing facet of race day at the old ass museum.
Hortatory randomly leased from the cosmos inside the spicket. Chemtrail enthusiasts do not seem
particularly invested in issues of race, class, and gender. The indicative height of mania is the
tendency to rhyme. Birdy was always real equal about things she said you can love the lord the same
from the couch or the pool hall the pew or the Klan meeting and if you trouble the sky with petition
or praise while your baby is left crying you are inviting the worst kind of malaise. Snuff dipper.
Angel tripper. I remember the last time I was present when someone “rocked the gospel.” There are
many ways to ascend. The richer the lyrical description the more blighted the periscope and the
landscape it moons with its consumptive anus. Residents of several streets in Avondale were
unhoused due to the mere implication of POIGNANCE of spindle-bedecked romance/union
sentiment. Treat your spouse alternately as a piece of furniture and a piece of older furniture. Have
pity upon those whom.  I love with the love of a geriatric mandolinist. Destroying a colony of
chiggers with fingernail polish is an irony spiritualized and redacted. Several accidental deaths
burrow into my speech. Dump your chemical waste into the river. Deride multiple immigrant groups
with the hotness of your cultural truths. Wait the storekeeper said a rifle is a form of emergent play
in the castle of the estranged in our depths we hate the children and the garments they ate. That’s a
strange looking vine. Enter your household in the HypeDojo sweepstakes. Run for the hills and
stock the cellar with ammunition and causal repellents. A notable casserole should never go
unnoted. Name your favorite corrective demon. In this lamplight of fraudulent memes without
means turn the Christ-O-Matic to nine and all wickedness is now no more. If I fail to complicate
your radicalization process. I am here to bury Grendel and/or the snotling empire that poured
smoke into his ears. Cross-gartered and horny VISITIING PREACHER arrived in the pulpit with
his necklace of eyeballs. YOU’LL NEVER BELIEVE WHAT HE SAID NEXT. How do we
reduce or suppress redirect or eliminate. My personality report is 42 percent narcolepsy 34 percent
vista 24 percent red-blooded thrall. Dominate the market. Polish your donkey and your kids.  Little
Red handcranks an alternative form of consciousness into being and nibbles at the ears of any
branch. In a dry county in a dry time everyone is either a teetotaler or an alki. Dispensation of
genetic rage and corporate dilation of infancy or consuming fancy. Little Red twists and paints meat
in the lowest register of the lower aire. It took me a few minutes love to define the extent of your
tyrannical non-existence everybody says this at least once. Dedicated regiments of industrial vermin.



Soft denouement of every brutality. Little Red raised his daddy from the dead. It went like this. He
drank some holy water stolen from the Catholics and went to the grave and took a piss. He said
some lorded and vaunted words. He killed four finches went into town and dusted off a bench with
his grease rag. He sat there until almost midnight and his daddy came sauntering up, the crown of
his head issuing forth a small flame. Little Red stood up nape agape and they had a talk. The next
day Little Red couldn’t remember what they said but after that he didn’t feel the need to pray
anyway. Sorry to brag but I live at an elevation of one million choristers. I will marry a witch or I will
not marry at all.

God again today I generated multiple scroti and I am so tired of that.

I generated multiple towers.

Naverse to all insistences I floated to the centre of the isolation grid.

I tried to figure out how the rain could down rain.

Amid a hostelry of avant diseases, a country boy intumes with frogs.

Whimpery of clouds induces my romantic sage up.

BLUE BOOK KNOWLEDGE HAS EVOLVED INTO A HIGHER DRAMATIC FORM.

A spectral malfeasance manner.

A ghost abortery on the scrim of harbor.

Mulled dusk wight with parpled wing.

I do not eat what I cannot fuck Judas-strobe light-coalsmoke-furious buttocks-pistils-carburetors-
fires-hoots-terminal holograms-dread machinery it was a good field party but went perhaps half an
hour too long and the Gorgon appeared chewing on some sheep aorta. When we kick back we kick
all the way back. We don’t even deal with crotchless insurgents we just let them set up their booths
stocked full of bejeweled shoes. Granny detailed a mythical Satanic insect the size of a mandine
cucumber that worried her worried her tomato plants its fat green pig-like devourings harbinged
many things it was debatable but in concert with unseasonably warm weather and radiant sunset
perhaps the rapture let’s gather up some gift-squash and say salud to the lost among us. First time I
drank multiple growlers I vomited out the old weird America. Sender continuous sender organized
stringer of bream caress this thrall and the hoof-cunning coordinates of my sister carcass. My palms
are theatrical my scripture ecclesiastical my manger is no stranger to stranger danger piratical. I had
this one Uncle who dressed like Prince. Motherfucker’s ascot was in mid-season form every day.

A griever’s dream.

Knuckle hollow of mispirited mannish tongues gone razorback with fits.

All for some skin always some skin on the side of the cadaver tub, lyric cherries pop martial salutes.

If there was another factory the dayshift firefighters would immediately burn it down.

Their eyes gleam like fervid bastilles.



Meat wreaks of itself is first and only song.

Our favorite roustabout liked to go on about the operatives remaining in perpetual debt to the
company store, shook his leg like a demented scarecrow for increased emphasis. These social and
economic maladies are temporal concerns outside the realm of righteous conviction. Honey wagon
produces via the MORTAL FUNK of excrement exigencies and imperatives. Equate injury with
virtue the only industry injury. Foster a sense of permanence with domestic instruction and
systematized sportsing. Hear the mingling high writhing nest of banjo strings on your favorite blue
grass mixtape as Baby #4 drinks Mountain Dew from its bottle and Dingo loses his disability check
and mounts your whooly antlers above his bed. Envision a pristine waterfall in an elvish cove as
Sissy cuts herself cuts her fuck daddy out cuts into the dead lipped savior of every day. The social
type produced by these conditions is a crucial step in your process of individuation in your arrival at
palatable deformity and consumptive gloss. Gratitude always for future blessings and present pain.
Interpretive authority of the working person among the roving process of the
INDUSTRIALITURGICAL PREDATOR. A lot of vibrant play before extinction a lot of duende
in that aneurysm. To separate labor from the soul that produces it to separate the soul from the
thing produced to separate the thing produced from its ultimate function to separate the ultimate
function of the thing produced from the johnny house and the doffer’s lingual fluency and the
nation’s prodigious body count. A large toxic spectral material pig sputters at the edge of existence. I
had to wait until revival season to act as strangely as I desired. Folkaural pellagra. There’s a hell of a
mill village one county over.

My macrobiotic diet failed the moment your red dress made manifest the curvature of your leaping
in the radio dime empire.

Orgasms in search of astrologies.

Our sedatives waxed pluralistic ensconced the bedsheets with tepid greenery of domestic fruction.

My mouth full of wires.

Your mouth full of orange fins.

My mouth full of olive quarrels.

I WOULD NOT PISS IN HIS MOUTH IF HIS GUTS WERE ON FIRE.

Your mouth full of blurry kingdoms.

My mouth full of laudettes your mouth full of fig trees and riders disappearing past the vineyard’s
extinctual berm.

One sickness foments more sickness.

Worm plectrum tissues about the figgy corpus.

Instead place an asteroid in the ear to leech out tin-song and mock-breath which are the invasive
hosts of humanhord sandwich complex.

In a womb of nickerteen and bilious tremor I heard the trains rumble by truck tires spin the jenny.
So I fetish up my environs as a strategic defense against living. She pulls out vats of her own hair.



Morning is always approaching. I have seen many things written on my father’s brow in the
scrawling calligraphic script of the minister and the insurance salesman. I volunteered to be the girl.
Smokehouse dark composed by blood. Meditation is the means by which I inform the oak-pine
forest of my murderous designs. For the heat of thy affection I drain the sun into my brain and erase
time and the times. I learned the three fingered style from a fox dressed by Satan’s haberdasher the
fox blames the trap not himself friends the millhand blames himself and not the whistle not the din
in his ears nor the dust in his lungs. Time could not hold our house together. The tobacco deposits
beneath my fingernails grew tiny turgid illumined sweet potatoes with high plutonium content. The
gnats ate them and became bats the bats hung from the underarms of the great lord the great lord
abdicated to Cincinnati to sell used tires his yellow-shuttered ranch house reproduced the American
deed endlessly westward.  I have chosen a single bone to soak in alkihaul the others I will leave to
their own businesses and earthly estrangements. For there is dirt to be dug. I brought my father a
glass of water sprinkled with seven dust as he hoed the ground. I filled my little brother’s mouth
with grub worms to cease his screams. I volunteered to be a rabbit and was beaten. I volunteered to
be a witch and was beaten. Many nights I imagined a snapping turtle devoured my penis I imagined
the cement block stairs to the trailer house disappearing as I returned from the woods and me left to
wander the wide trilling expanse my tongue a damn nail my asshole the single lonesome
imperfection of my lineage. When the rabid dogs bit me I floated into the trees. I vomited the green
river and it washed away all the implements of cultivation and torture surrounding the shed / golden
apples fell from my hair and killed the dogs that were waiting for me down there.

This is an omnibus review.

This is the naught of first and last saying.

A composition is a child.

A rook is an umbrella that has failed to open.

FUCK NAFTA.

This is what I say when she tears all her dresses apart and the tiny rabbits eat our halting perimeter.

I assent to each of her swearing folkways which make her underwire parts a thicket of robotics and
deep parlance.

When the ground undo me blithe spirit.

Will you sever all the things we might could have done.

My lip is only of service.

My lip is only the first worm of my advancing death skit.

I put a strophe in it to make it seem farther away than it is.

A SUPERSTRUCTURE IS SIMILAR TO AN ACTIVITY.

Already the deadest lobster I cry in a blank room.

But my lip remains.



My lip is like a sliver of planet until it rots like a goose.

I beseech an advance.

This is a town council proceeding.

Some people should not have children.

Some people should have rabid bears.

A pattern ever after.

A dog stick.

Horror bitches eating all my butter.

I write letters to my former language. I identify as a thirsty patriot. I am hostile to capitalism but will
remodel my kitchen. I bathe hourly in the whiteness of the avant-lard. I scalded the fortune puppy
with my fisherman’s charisma and did not weep. A god is incapable but the hook worm will make it
happen directly. I radiated the in vitro usage the magpie usage the telephonic usage into a sleek
resurrection I dangle above the mouths of children. All latency is shameful. My sorrow automatically
displaces another’s sorrow. Unlawful bawds make the best executioners.  A good set of biting teeth
/ the masculine calamity hollows out the hills / the parody of such intense transparent wooing / the
roads promise swift travel but can never leave this parcel or its horse-colored doom. PeepeePawpaw
told of the owls carrying away the outhouse one night. Infernal majesty it sets the heart a tick faster.
A kindly Frenchman in metered rags showed up and installed indoor plumbing the very next
morning. Everyone pissed blood the first three days happiness is no equivalent to the horror of such
captivation and there are no hand holds in hell son but lord accommodations were made we made
them they were sure enough made. It was the only time I ever wished I could write a song, he said.

Terms creatured.

Paraphrased razor.

Your lunar expurgations strewn about the room.

Forest-eye.

Forest-latch.

We are the misshapen everyone.

I tidy.

I tidy.

My rival urinates on my head in the coldbloom sun.

THE PEOPLE are a dramaturgic rite. Lung a trout. Crotch a snout. Hair wheat chaff. To be a
breeder of anything is an approximation. Clothesline of rural nationalism. Abatement of the
influence of the terrapin gods. Filter ripper. The ironing board lives in the pantry. The fly flap lives
in the pantry. Drain-O lives in the pantry. RC lives in the pantry. Candy Corns live in the pantry.



The calendar from Steele’s Used Automotives lives in the pantry. Chip clips live in the pantry. The
strap lives in the pantry. The broken Atari lives in the pantry. Yar’s Revenge lives on top of the
broken Atari in the pantry. Vieeener sausages live in the pantry. Pinto beans live in the pantry.
Saltines live up in the pantry. Motor oil lives in the pantry. Antifreeze lives in the pantry. The
toolbox lives in the pantry. Fishing lures the prettiest things live in the pantry. Crayons live in the
pantry. Mama and Daddy’s house slippers live in the pantry. The medical dictionary from 1962 lives
in the pantry. Abatement of the influence of the bat gods and the mosquito gods and the imp that
lives in the spicket. Wire clothes hangers live in the pantry. A play pretty or two lives in the pantry.
A pallet lives in the pantry. The .38 lives in a sewing box on the top shelf in the pantry. Pumphouse
rejection of modernism. The livermush lives in the refrigerator. The true spirit produces seizure.
True love produces ceaseless laceration. Peach perserves live in the pantry. The empty Ball jars live
in the pantry. The sourmash lives on top of the sewing box where the .38 lives on the top shelf of
the pantry. A parsonage lives in the pantry.  Spare lighters live in the pantry. Doan’s back pills live in
the pantry. Lice shampoo lives in the pantry. Ravioli lives in the pantry. The strap lives in the pantry.
Disposable razors live in the pantry. The photo album lives in the pantry. Old National Enquirers
and TV Guides live in the pantry a Hustler on the bottom of the stack lives in the pantry. A
miniature American flag and toy sized Atlanta Braves baseball bat live in the pantry. A bag of
charcoal lives in the pantry. Burnt rubber populism. Abatement of the spheres. Some triple A
batteries live in the pantry. Trampoline frottage was rampant in the 70’s and 80’s. Doritos live in the
pantry. You get caught in there and then what.

Microextrusions in the deer epiderm confound the haruspices.

I will die another death before I consult a sheep’s gut the smallest departer whispers.

Flying around the smokehouse drenched in spectrals.

Mary’s conversation with the blue jays regarding posture & virtue: a transcript

Mary: How to best get the children on board with the posture & the virtue?

The blue jays: Leviticus.

Mary: And when they can’t read, when the steeple howls its murderous tidings at them, when the
soul-drought parches up their brains, when the rabid dog blesses them with prophet-snarl and foam,
what then?

The blue jays: St. Thomas Aquinas would not have cared for the pantyhose you are a-wearing.

Mary: Sometimes I can’t sleep.

The blue jays: The weather is a kind of sleep.

Mary: I am not afraid to die.

The blue jays: Us either. We are small, but integral players in a perfectly orchestrated performance
of divine energy; we are each a little shard of the numinous whole, so we can’t really mess things up,



no pressure, though sometimes we want to, and occasionally enjoy dive-bombing a cat, for which
allowances are made. Now and again, we ponder our blueness.

Mary: That doesn’t seem right. I want to be afraid to die.

The blue jays: If you gaze too long at the refrigerator, you become the refrigerator.

Mary: When I was young and pretty . . .

The blue jays: You were always the thing you are now. You just hadn’t happened yet.

Mary: So, how to best get the children on board with the posture & the virtue?

The blue jays: Go forth to the river, strip naked, and swim. If the police do not come after a
certain interval of time, clothe yourself and release a white rabbit inside a fancy museum; call out a
nonsense word, if you must. This should ensure your apprehension, so long as you know the
difference between a brothel and a museum.

Lacquent fingers tickled collarbones and throats.

Friday of nightingale, all heart mansions thirst.

Workhorse saturnine and worse.

Panegyric puffed.

The frightwig parliament in Gatlinburg.

Blackberry bush bid puberty delay. I had a wet dream and so volunteered for baptism the very next
Sunday and I was made to take a hair dryer with me so I wouldn’t be a sopping mess afterwards and
if the cosmos opened up and the love came blasting through it did so in another heart the glory
went sideways errant as it must often have into the dirty blooms of an American protagonist instead
I became a backlit possum in a highly sexualized 80’s teen movie/a metaphor for the Psychedelic
Furs. Oiled treccalent deacon a subincised version of Judas pulled wormy catfish from the river as
the unearthly shrieked from the trees cowering above him. I reached into my domsack and birthed
only sparrows. Were my flesh more aberrant then the clawangle more grand around my suitor’s
throat. I took the mark of the beast on my tinplate sternum. Too forsooth the clavicle as one pawed
instrument that tarps upright. Rain tuned to despair a pipe of uncles without any hair. The television
antenna sang to the cancer drugs the dog sang to his heartworm medication MeemeeMawMaw sang
songs turned from distant soil into yard sales and fat back. Granny magic had failed / faith healing
had failed / radiation had failed / resurrection had failed / how would Uncle ever convince Twila
that he loved her now? The train carried evil out of the county at night but hauled more back in
every morning. When Uncle replaced the killed mutt with a doberman he instantiated a version of
Satan that even he feared but the animal was never more than a slavering baby tucked into the brisk
heart of its tremors. Can heaven insist we vent our conjurings invent a conjuring for us link our
desritude to the would should of thin pluralities. I would like a mistress dress. I would like to carry
the wargle of thy spirit inside a box from which it may not escape. A small elite has rewired our



sensuals with a rather furniture-surrounded rubric a trogic clock winks at each bloom and contracts
the hollow boundless into crystalline trill. The king outsourced the plumage of his pubus.
Phenomenology of zombie sparkle is moist complex. Large for our respective ages and menacing in
appearance we were throwbacks to a submagus insurgency of mulched oil lavating inside a single
despairing cricket in the corner of the porta toilet and its communicable imaginings. Plucked from
the weave room as it were and absent a starter button. I do not care to make you smile I’ll make
myself happy today in the drum sum the pixie tenants of this mossy wood the patriotic spirit died in
me when I saw my father crawl into his own liver and die a lick of grease on his forehead that’ll be
one hundred and seventy five dollars said the underrated shade tree mechanic if I could bottle all the
carbon monoxide I have ever inhaled I’ve never begrudged the vermin a taste of my entrails and
neither should you people. I sampled the genders. Antiquarium of burning numbers. If you do not
love tomatoes you are quare if you do not skin what you kill you are quare if you do not subtract
apathy from the reaverly stomp of your patterned lord you are quare if you do not uproot the stob
you are lethal quare in the lethal business of daily lethality how many drinks to drown the progeny
and raise the ancestors was necrophilia a cause or symptom a thrall or system if you do not pull back
your veil in the face of the false deputy rummaging through the outbuilding precision dreck of
persistence pines a hog with human teeth four sets within four months at the molasses making
providential enabler an obscure and shining smile and the rattle of pre-purchased consumptives in
every corner its bite was hard to control. I sensed a boar drought of egalitarian censure. Was I to
have a raw and billeted child. Was I to eat crackers. Was I to blow a horn into the inkstead and make
my fortune. Was I to blinker the augur and make him weep in my chalmous grip. Was I to burn
down the temp agency and its ministerial exploitations. Enter the trampoline market naked with no
knowledge atall save I was naked when I entered. Was I to swallow an axe made out of fleas. Was I
to inebriate the causal witches of my desire. Was I to settle into the harness for an extended period.
Was I to shower among the others as their blue eyes blazed against my calves. Was I to twist the
meat and husband the turnips and access the plume of their spirits through the mortal logic of my
domestic container. Was I to be surrounded with calamitous feces!!!! Was I to have feces in my
stool!!! I never feel more strained and impotent than in the hot sunshine when I touch your hand. I
was laid out. I was another dog. Another dog was inside my dog. Inside that dog was a crow picking
out the eyes of Mistress Papgrill in her ten dollar grave. Was I to have a grave! Another dog! When
something unusual undercuts the national standard. Was I to amount to an evangel was I to mount
an evangel was I to strip mine the spore hill and dread the hotness of your latricious grace and the
copperhead coiled in our miscellany. Was I to serve the willow in accordance with my godmother’s
promises. Was I to enjoy a sandwich on the rack as I watched others ignite in my fantasy of truth.
Was I to kiss the colorful symphony of life and weep when the state retracted its love. Was I the
sum of all the trowels or all the tweets. Was I to be subtracted. I will not require a picture. I am
worried about the long term impact of such scenes. In my ignorance I count eyeteeth and sing to the
committee. I sensed a boar drought of egalitarian censure. Dusk got inside me.

I noticed a histology in the thrift etching, this berm elate a lost honey, the stripped gear of this most
most, consumption drone, she pump forward lairs, abominable demi-tone with recovered letter.



Surmise green in the pitchbank wind.

She promised to update me from the golden rood road.

Poisons in me brain.

Poisons in the rain.

Poisons in the spider’s bum.

If you see my son, his body packed in cattle.

His milk rises from his belly load as though he never shed his infant livery.

His arachnid gleaming on the air currents billowed up with penitence-shit.

You should kill him.

You should kill him.

The myths own him.

He strangled with fishing wire his sectarian bequeathment of bougie lambs and yelled like a sickie.

He has a nice “ranch” on the outskirts of town.

Incarnadine rooster I foreswear.

STEAMY CEMETERY I UNDERSTAND YOU AS NO ONE UNDERSTANDS THE
DUNNEST RUDENESS.

Whose hearts are also absinthe.

Whose feathers are also absinthe.

Remaining toxins shall be flushed through the spirit of the anteriole bird.

I have drank until I was quite inhuman.

The shadow of the hanged man remained on the wall. I fouled several blades. My bodyguard is a
donkey. I am my own therapy dog. I am my own grandpa. At the speed of pox. An increasing
resistance to teleological ragtime. A firm persuasion that a thing is so / sprouts machete fields of
dead grass and hollows out the sanctioned ministrations of rupture and replaces them with the
taloned prayers of another country. I was silent, obedient, and eager to learn until the expert level
necromancers in their purple embroidered cloaks played WRAITHTOUCH with my temples and
the sky darkened to the 9th expanse. Sweetbird was a neo-flagellant, a length of laundered corpse-
wire, an anti-metro erudite sawking, a poorhouse pegstock pipe of variable militia involvement, the
forest round SHIVERED WITH FLOWERS in his dank sarcaphallogical MEMEtimes. The Green
River that formerly coursed through the outlands of Polk County is now contained within this can
of Bud Light. If I pour it on your godforsaken head what will you see. Beastly rhymes and butterfly
tinctures. Solar furious solar maw solar phytomania is poverty of the spirit related or not to
occlusions of brominated vegetable oil and nobbed alms of planetary disaster and assigned
fundament determining the choke-slap and pinthy floor shuddering beneath INDUSTRIAL



DICKIES. You live in a trailer you look too clean they said. I said Ric Flair is my real daddy  my
mama was a wrestling groupie they did it three times in a Spartanburg motel I was born on the top
of Chimney Rock with overt fertile consumptions and a bullwhip of crawdad carapaces I eviscerated
the summit with my pink tongual illiterate radiances and ate up the dewy mountain angelspace so
what then then friends. Nina Simone was born one county to the west Earl Scruggs one county to
the east the Sheriff who put GOD’S THROAT on all the patrol cars was born smack dab in the
middle of a Christian aluminarium in which the tin tin rain sound was always a mortal din din
westbound whorehound and a gaggle of snipes chased him around with their alien baritones in the
times when the times was like they used to be the high time of 1946 whiteblood hoe cakes
stringband fish fry  an effigy of the SUPERINTENDENT GOT LIT  and Pokey pissing up high on
the side of the house and laugh-singing his goat song he could piss higher than anyone even Rodney
Richard Head the sheriff  when he died a ribboned flower arrangement at his funeral read Jesus
Called among the spray painted carnations was a blue plastic phone.

We had a good dinner.

We inserted a parcel of science into the suburb.

We thefted lightning from some “outre insects.”

We dressed a prophet in salt.

The pansies commenced to licking.

We pinned a carnation to the volcano dropped a suture in the veil of time elided legitimate titles.

We deciphered an emergent mental state called bullcock the obsolescence into a new paradigm for eternal
institutionalization and applied it to random data trails.

We ate that donkey.

Ate that donkey rite.


